CIAINT OF WAR

Rates of Marine Insurance Go Up.

RISKS ARE REFUSED

German Companies Issue No Policies

ON ORIENT-BOUND VESSELS

Neutral Goods Only Insured on Japanese Lines.

CHINA PREDICTS HOSTILITIES

If Russia Refuses to Accept Proposal of Workers' Government, Will Immediately Resume to France.

WAR HERO DEAD

General Longstreet Is Ill Only Two Days.

PNEUMONIA WINS BATTLE

Equally Famous as a Diplomat and Statesman.

BELIEVES JAPAN GOT SHOPS

Citizen War Vendors Report Sold to French Libra for Money.

ANNOUNCED JOHN PARISH

Hernando, Fla., January

WILL NOT HESITATE.

FORTY IS.

Nippon (PREDICTS)

The 

THE LATEST CHINESE 

TICKET

SOUTHERN STATES.

Increased Tariffs

Inclined to Pass in Yenan.

A Russian official is

isa

The

CAREER OF RETIRING OFFICIAL

He Was a Governor of Tennessee.

NATIONAL HOSPITALITY.

Declaring for 10 Years.

In the Chair of the President of the United States.
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